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Vietnam: Ho Chi Minh City
encourages bus operators to
switch to CNG

A

s exhaust emissions from billions of vehicles
on the road are one of sources of pollutants
in big metropolitan areas nowadays, HCMC
authorities have encouraged city’s bus operators to use
environmentally-friendly vehicles. Moreover, the city will
put into operation an addition of nearly 600 buses using
CNG by the end of this year.
Ho Chi Minh City currently has 256 CNG-powered buses,
and will increase the number of such vehicles to 841 by
the end of 2017. The city is speeding up construction of
nine more CNG filling stations. The city offers fare subsidy
to passengers of CNG buses to encourage the use of
environment-friendly public transport.

Besides, the centre in coordination with the Department
of Environment and Natural Resources and the Japan
International Cooperation Agency (JICA) in Vietnam
implemented a project on reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions in HCMC, using CNG buses.
Moreover, in order to improve the city’s environment,
from January 24, 2017, 15 unsubsidized electric buses
in four routes were put into operation, each carrying 400
passengers a day. The figure showed that environmentfriendly vehicles in the metropolis are supported by
passengers especially tourists, said MOCPT.

Fleet renewal

MOCPT director Tran Chi Trung said that higher cost of
CNG buses is hindering the operation of such buses.
Moreover, it depends much on the only supplier – PV Gas
South Company. Therefore, MOCPT petitioned the city
administration to discuss with the Vietnam National Oil
and Gas Group, commonly known as PetroVietnam (PVN)
to have a fixed price on CNG and have more stations to
facilitate CNG buses.

In order to cut greenhouse gas emissions for environment
protection in public transport, since 2014, the Department
of Transport and MOCPT have regularly checked vehicles’
emissions and replaced old ones with CNG-powered buses.

Reasonable prices, diversified suppliers and many natural
gas stations are best conditions to encourage enterprises
to invest in the environment-friendly vehicles as per the
project, said MOCPT.

As per the Management and Operation Centre for
Public Transport (MOCPT) under the Department of
Transportation in Ho Chi Minh City, the city has around
2,575 different buses with 2,325 subsidized units.
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India’s most economic bus fuelled
by biogas was launched in Kolkata

A

55-seater bus powered by biogas, sourced from
cow dung, was launched in Kolkata with operators
claiming that it is India’s first such bus service. A
nominal fare of Re 1 will be charged from each passenger.
The bus, powered by a German technology engine, will
run on 17.5 km Ultadanga-Garia route. “The bus gives a
mileage of 6 km for one kg biogas that costs Rs 20,” Jyoti
Prakash Das, Chairman and Managing Director of Phoenix
India Research and Development Group, an alternative
energy company, said.
At just Rs 1 for the 17.5 km stretch, the bus will be the
cheapest mode of transport for a passenger in the country
(the lowest fare in a Kolkata bus is Rs 6, which goes up to
Rs 12 for 17 km, and that of a Delhi bus that run on CNG is
Rs 5 for 4 km and upwards).
Phoenix India Research and Development Group, which
has produced the biogas from cow dung, have tied up
with heavy vehicle major Ashok Leyland to manufacture
the bus at a cost of Rs 13 lakh approximately.
The initiative has been undertaken under a central
subsidies plan of the Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy. Five buses will be pressed into service in the city.
The bus is a part of a fleet of 16 buses to be deployed
across Kolkata and surrounding areas. There will be 12
routes where the buses will ply. Two other routes are
Ultadanga-Tollygunge and Ultadanga-Sector V. Nine
other routes are yet to be finalised. Biogas is produced
from animal and plant waste and principally consists of
methane.
The fuel
Biogas is produced from animal and plant waste and
principally consists of methane. It is a non-toxic colourless
flammable gas that can be used as fuel for vehicles,
cooking and generating electricity. It is also a clean source
of fuel and environment-friendly.
“We are producing biogas principally from cow dung

in our plant in Birbhum district. The fuel is transported
to Kolkata in tankers,” said Jyoti Prakash Das, chairman
and managing director of Phoenix India Research and
Development Group, the company which is launching the
service. Explaining the economics, he said, “The biogas
we produce costs Rs 20 a kg. The bus can run 5 km on one
kg now.”
Das, who has a PhD in Botany and has been working on
biogas for the past eight years, said they are planning to
source a technology from Germany that “will enable the
vehicle to run 20 km on the same amount of fuel. The tank
can hold 80 kg gas, and therefore, the vehicle can run
1,600 km on a full tank. That’s why the fare is so cheap.”
The salary of drivers and conductors will be given from
advertisements that will be put up on the body of the bus.
The company has got the permission to set up 100
fuelling facilities. The first dispenser will be installed in
Ultadanga. The fuel will also increase the commercial life
of the vehicle.
“A Union ministry notification states that commercial
vehicles which are more than 15 years old and are already
banned can continue to ply on roads, if the owners switch
the diesel-engines of the vehicles to bio-fuel engines. It
means, all the 12 new biogas buses we are manufacturing
can run on roads forever,” said Das.
Phoenix has set up a biogas plant in Dubrajpur of
Birbhum district, about 204 km north of Kolkata. Right
now it can produce 1,000 kg of gas.
The importance of cow, a holy animal of the Hindus, has
increased after BJP assumed power at the Centre in 2014,
and more so, in Uttar Pradesh on March 18 this year.
Hindu organisations associated with BJP have been
promoting several utilities of the animal, including
the healing power of its urine, besides enforcing cow
slaughter ban, which has affected the meat industry in UP
and other north Indian states.
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Shell India plans to expand
natural gas business
R

oyal Dutch Shell is planning to expand its gas
marketing business in India, said Shaleen Sharma,
the company’s head of upstream development in
India. Sharma, who spoke on the sidelines of an energy
conference in Mumbai, said the downstream segment is
the most attractive one currently in the gas market and the
company plans to supply natural gas directly to buyers
including power plants, fertilizer and petrochemical units
and city gas distributors.
“Indian LNG market is in good shape. That is the future.
There are some new initiatives going on to see how we
can access new downstream markets,” said Sharma,
adding that Shell has set up a team in Singapore to boost
the India gas market.
Shell operates Hazira LNG Ltd, a five million tonnes
per annum LNG import facility at Hazira, Gujarat. The
company plans to double the capacity to 10 million
tonnes a year, Reuters reported.

Wartsila India’s first LNG Terminal
Wartsila India, a 100% subsidiary of Wartsila, Finland,
which is a key player in the engineering, procurement
and construction, marine and services sector, was in
“advanced stage of discussions” for setting up its first
LNG terminal in the country, a top official said.
Wartsila India president and managing director Kimmo
Kohtamaki told reporters: “We are currently we are
in discussions and they are at an advanced stage. We
would like to finalise (the talks) this year (to set up the
LNG terminal).”
On the future plans of the company, which entered the

Shell Gas B.V., a Royal Dutch Shell Plc unit, owns a 74%
stake in the terminal while Total Gaz Electricite France, a
unit of Total SA, holds the balance.
Sharma also said that the company has dissolved the joint
venture for an LNG terminal that it was planning with its
consortium partners at Kakinada, Andhra Pradesh.
“That was a joint venture with a number of companies
including Gail. But we very recently expressed that we
cannot carry on with that. This is due to lack of a secure
market. We need some surety on the off-take. The joint
venture agreement is no longer there,” added Sharma.
The A.P Gas Distribution Corporation Limited (APGDC),
Gas Authority of India Limited (GAIL) and Shell and
Engie Global LNG had in September 2015 signed two
joint venture agreements for the establishment of an
LNG Floating Storage and Re-gasification Unit (FSRU) at
Kakinada deepwater port.

domestic market several years ago and is engaged in
three verticals, Wartsila India chairman Kari Hietanen
said the company was witnessing a “steady growth” in
the services sector while it was a “little bit slower” in the
energy sector. “We will focus on the three legs we have
here -- services, marine and renewables,” he said.
On the Remote Monitoring Centre located in the city,
he said the facility which employed about 60 personnel,
provided real-time support to customers located in
Bangladesh, Australia and Thailand. The centre would
receive advice and technical support from Wartsila
Condition Based Maintenance centre in Finland, he
added.
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New modular gas design will
be available for projects in
Southeast Asia

T

he technology group Wärtsilä and COSCO shipping
Heavy Industry Co (CHI) have announced the
joint development of a natural gas operating fleet
concept, and this design has now obtained Lloyd’s
Register’s (LR) Approval in Principle (AiP) certificate. The
development project was carried out under the terms of
a memorandum of understanding cooperation signed in
June 2016 between the three companies.
The aim of the concept is to offer global operators a more

efficient and economical fleet design that meets current
and anticipated environmental requirements according to
the classification rules. The fleet comprises four vessels; a
pusher tug, LNG storage barge, LNG regasification barge,
and a floating liquefaction natural gas barge. The pusher
tug can be used to transport the three barges.
The concept’s main advantages are its operative flexibility,
and the fleet’s competitive CAPEX and OPEX costs. The
pusher tug makes all the units mobile and transportable.
The number and choice of units will depend on the
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project, since not all of the concept’s units are necessarily
needed for every project. For example, the concept can
be utilized to act as an LNG carrier (using only the pusher
tug and LNG storage barge), or it can be used for more
complex projects involving liquefaction and regasification
systems (using all units). The modular design of Wärtsilä’s
liquefaction and regasification units makes this an ideal
concept for gas plants in the 50-200 MW range. The low
draft design also makes it very attractive for gas power
plant projects in South East Asia.
The project has attained the authority of China’s National
Patent Office and has been conceptualised by CHI. The
design and engineering development, especially in
relation to the hinge joint, mooring arrangement, ship
type and seakeeping analysis, has also been carried out
by CHI. Wärtsilä has supported this project through its
extensive experience and expertise in supplying LNG
systems for the complete gas value chain. It is expected
that when ordered, the fleet vessels will include Wärtsilä
dual-fuel engines and steerable thrusters, the Wärtsilä
LNGPac gas storage and supply system, a Wärtsilä
liquefaction module, a Wärtsilä LNG cargo handling
system, and a Wärtsilä regasification module.
“This is a new and innovative fleet concept that is
designed to create better efficiencies for companies

involved in any part of the natural gas supply chain. By
combining CHI’s know-how in this field with Wärtsilä’
s vast technological competences, we have together
taken yet another step forward in creating an optimal
LNG supply chain,” said Sanjay Verma, Director, Business
Development, South East Asia, Wärtsilä Marine Solutions.
“We have worked together with Wärtsilä for many years
in various marine and offshore projects. Wärtsilä has the
technical leadership and a broad portfolio of products
and solutions in LNG systems for marine applications,
and is a partner that we enjoy working with. This natural
gas operating fleet concept is a new and exciting
development, which should bring extensive customer
benefits. CHI will continue to focus on LNG related
business, and extend its market influence, research and
development for LNG projects,” says Mr.Zhao Zhijian
General Manager of CHI technical R&D centre.
“LR has completed a preliminary hazard identification
(HAZID) study for this innovative design. This study
covered the fuel gas supply system, the transfer of LNG
between the vessels, as well as the mooring arrangement
of the fleet, and as a result the Approval in Principle
certificate has been issued,” said Wei Ying, Principal
Specialist & General Manager, Shanghai Technical
Support Office, Lloyd’s Register Marine & Offshore.
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Integrated plug & play solutions
for LNG supply network in Asia
launched
equipment are standardized packages
Onshore modular, standardized regasification unit

A

G&P (Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific Company), the global
leader of infrastructure solutions, today announced
two standardized modular products for the LNG
supply network that will drive down costs, accelerate
schedule and enable last-mile delivery to LNG demand
centers scattered across Southeast Asia, South Asia and
the Caribbean.
Speaking at Gastech 2017, the company presented
designs incorporating standardized equipment to deliver
a scalable LNG delivery platform and a fit-for-purpose,
onshore modular regasification unit. These ‘plug and
play’ packages, based on standard solutions, are built
in AG&P’s dedicated, state-of-the-art, 150-hectare
modularization facilities, which helps speed delivery
times and significantly reduces the cost of customized
engineering and project man-hours while increasing
productivity and quality. Cost-effective and built for
transportation across the world, AG&P believes these offthe-shelf products have the potential to bolster the small
and mid-scale LNG market. Key benefits include:
Scalable LNG delivery platform
• AG&P has focused on optimizing the storage and
marine design to drive cost efficiencies and adoption
• Selection of shallow draft barge design and
conventional vessel hull design allow for fixed cost hull
construction over a scalable range, typically:
Platform 1: 4,000 to 8,000m³ capacity for shallow water
delivery
Platform 2: 6,000 to 16,500m³ for open water delivery
Utilizes identical hull design and equipment from 6,000,
7,500, 10,000 up to 16,500m³
• Products utilize existing GTT hull designs specifically
configured to optimize membrane tank configuration
• Geometrical membrane tanks are standardized which
reduces re-engineering costs
• Detailed designs are completed by AGP/GET,
integrating standardized equipment/technologies and
prefabricated in our manufacturing facilities in Manila,
Philippines,
• All kits, including accommodation fitments and bridge

• Modularized and pre-commissioned in our state-of-theart facilities in the Philippines
• Each unit consists of:
TEMA NJN plate and tube exchanger utilizing indirect
glycol/water heat transfer
Uses configuration of 125mmscfd process train, typically,
in 250mmscfd modularized package
• Each individual 250mmscfd module consists of:
High-pressure pump
Tube and shell exchanger
Boil-off gas (BOG) recondenser
HIPPS
ESDV/F&G/CAMS
Central control room (E-house)
• Off module equipment or shared utilities consisting of:
Glycol water plate exchanger circuit
BOG compressor
LP booster pumps
• All equipment is purchased utilizing an in-house
approved vendor list
Allows competitive pricing based on standard product
requiring no re-engineering
Enables shorter procurement times based on standard
product
• Typical schedule -12 months ex-works
“While there is increasing preference for small-scale
and mid-scale LNG solutions in emerging economies
like Indonesia and India, uptake remains slow with few
projects underway. Standardization and modular solutions
will be the circuit-breaker that will bring projects online,
enabling the switch to LNG as a clean and affordable
energy source,” said Albert Altura, President AG&P.
“AG&P is combining its modularization capabilities
and unique alliances with engineering and technology
partners to provide the complete spectrum of
infrastructure assets that enable LNG distribution and
last-mile delivery. Serving as a single point of contact
for customers across the LNG value chain, we deliver a
whole terminal and sell tolled gas to power plants, mines,
bunker fuel operations, transportation fleets, cold storage
and other industrial applications,” added Albert Altura.
AG&P has a long and successful track record of delivering
pragmatic solutions for the oil and gas industry with
expertise in LNG. It is only one of three companies
worldwide to have a global technical and licensing
agreement for membrane tank design from the French
giant, GTT. In addition, AG&P owns a major stake in GAS
Entec, the leading Korea-based engineering firm and
has entered a joint venture with Risco Energy Group of
Indonesia.
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LNG bunkering operations expand
in Southeast Asia

Malaysia

M

alaysian energy giant Petronas said its floating LNG
facility, PFLNG Satu, has loaded the first cargo at the
Kanowit gas field, offshore Sarawak. This is the first
ever cargo produced by a floating LNG facility.
The cargo was recently fully loaded onto the 150,200-cbm
Seri Camellia LNG carrier which is expected to set sail for
a South Asian market, Petronas said in a statement. It was
reported that the cargo could be heading to South Korea.
“This accomplishment effectively demonstrates
Petronas’ proven technology and capability of adapting
a conventionally land-based installation to a floating
LNG facility, a game-changer in today’s LNG business
landscape,” said Petronas Chief Executive Datuk Wan
Zulkiflee Wan Ariffin.
Petronas expects the floating LNG producer to achieve its
commercial operations phase by the first half of this year.
The PFLNG Satu, that produced first LNG in December last
year, is designed to last up to 20 years without dry-docking.

Manned by 145-people crew onboard, the 365-metre
long facility is expected to be able to produce 1.2 million
tonnes of LNG per year.
Singapore
Singapore launched the nation’s first LNG truck loading
facility, said the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore
(MPA) in a press release. Jointly launched by the
Singapore LNG Corporation (SLNG) and MPA, the facility
is an important first step towards developing the LNG
trucking business in Singapore, which also helps facilitate
truck-to-ship LNG bunkering.
The statement added that the facility allows small
quantities of LNG to be transported overland to almost
all location, which may include industrial plants that could
use natural gas for furnaces and burners.
“As the leading bunkering hub in the world, Singapore
need to ensure that we cater to the future energy needs
of the global shipping industry by providing cleaner,
alternative sources of fuel,” Chief Executive of MPA
Andrew Tan said.
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Iran starts up five gas platforms
Iranian president Hassan Rouhani officially inaugurated five
phases of the South Pars gas field the country shares with Qatar.
The inauguration of South Pars phases 17 through 21 completes
the country’s biggest investment, amounting to around US$20
billion over the past ten years.
According to a statement by the National Iranian Gas Company
(NIGC), with the start-up of the five gas platforms has put Iran’s
gas production capacity level with the neighbouring Qatar.

The total production from the offshore field has reached 540
million cubic metres per day, with a total of 150 million cubic
meters per day added through the five newly inaugurated
platforms, NIGC said earlier.
Iranian minister of petroleum Bijan Zangeneh noted that by
the end of the Iranian calendar year which started on March
21, the country will have 24 gas field’s development project up
and running.
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New LNG distribution carrier
introduced in the market
W

ison Offshore & Marine has developed an
innovative multi-functional carrier named WisonLNG-Distributor (LNGD). With scalable capacity
between 5000 to 20,000 cubic metres, the Wison-LNGD
integrates the functions of LNG loading, bunkering and
container delivery, which could make regional LNG
redistribution more affordable and efficient.
While conventional LNG carriers are designed to load,
transfer and unload full cargoes between two terminal
points, Wison’s LNG Distributor has been purposely
designed to distribute partial loads to coastal areas in
regions such as Indian subcontinent, Southeast Asia, the
Caribbean, and Northern Europe. Being designed to
operate at a shallow draft of 4.5m, the LNGD can deliver
cargoes in areas where LNG carriers with similar capacity
cannot access. The azimuth thruster propulsion system
provides superior manoeuvrability, which eliminates the
need for tug assistance.
The vessel features a bunkering arm, which facilitates a
quick connection with the receiving facility and a short
turn-around time. The loading arm will connect to the
receiving unit’s manifold, thereby eliminating the need
for a hose transfer system at each receiving point. In
addition, the vessel has been designed with a large open
deck, serviced by a crane. This area can be used to deliver
general supplies and parts. Uniquely, the vessel has the
ability to deliver full and pick up empty ISO containers for
inland trucking. Empty containers can be filled onboard
through a refill station.
CUI Ying, CEO of Wison Offshore and Marine said, “Our
LNGD solution will become a key enabler for small-scale
FSRU and FSRP development in the areas that are either

inaccessible or too small to be commercially feasible
served by a large-scale floating unit or land facility.”
It is also an ideal LNG distribution solution for near-shore
LNG milk-run deliveries in some locations that have
restricted access such as shallow rivers and harbours.’
In addition to the newly launched LNGD solutions,
Wison offers a full scope of small-scale LNG distribution
product line to the market, which also includes LNGC and
bunkering vessel.
“By dedicating to the development of cost-effective and
innovative products across the LNG value chain, we’re
tailoring solutions to various demand scenarios and
clearing roadblocks for LNG distribution to end markets
that remain untapped.” added CUI.

China CNOOC’s LNG terminal starts operation
A new terminal operated by China National Offshore Oil
Company (CNOOC) to receive LNG is expected to start
full operations this year, according to a report on the
state oil firm’s website.
* The Quedong terminal in south China’s Guangdong
province has annual receiving capacity of 2 million
tonnes.
* The terminal this month completed regulatory
clearances with authorities including Chinese customs
and public security agencies and became qualified for
receiving imports.
* CNOOC is China’s largest investor and operator of
LNG terminals and also the largest importer of the
super-chilled natural gas.
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Petronas boosts China LNG business
Malaysian energy giant Petronas is set to expand its LNG
business in China, extending its reach to the country’s
southern region while looking to expand the volume of
supply to its existing buyers.

a 25-year term supply to Shanghai LNG Company and
is now looking to expand its market presence in China
with the addition of term LNG customers in southern
China.

Petronas vice president of LNG marketing & trading,
Ahmad Adly Alias said that the prospect for growth in
China is strong. Petronas’ liaison office in Beijing is set to
facilitate the further development.

Malaysian company has been delivering liquefied
natural gas from its LNG complex in Bintulu, Sarawak,
however, it has recently added volumes from Australia
to its portfolio and has also recently loaded the first
cargo from the PFLNG Satu facility at the Kanowit gas
field, offshore Sarawak.

The company’s first LNG trade to China was in 2006 with
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Korea, China and Japan form LNG
buyer alliance
K

OGAS of Korea, CNOOC of China and JERA of
Japan recently signed an MOU on LNG business
cooperation. “Korean, Chinese and Japanese firms
with big buying power will build partnership to enhance
their negotiation power in purchasing LNG,” said an
official of KOGAS. “We understand that the Korean
government is having discussions on this matter.”
A government official said, “If the three countries take the
first step towards cooperation, the Korean government
will also try to persuade China, which has relatively weak
cooperative relations with Korea.”
Korea, China and Japan import 55.54% of total LNG in the
world. But the absence of this cooperation has weakened
their negotiation power. As a consequence, the terms
of purchase were relatively unfavorable compared to
LNG exporting countries. But if the three countries are
allied, things will change. The global LNG market can be
transformed from a supplier’s market to a buyer’s market.
Korea, China and Japan mainly import LNG from Qatar,

Australia and Malaysia among others.
As environments surrounding the LNG market recently
changed friendly to Korea, China and Japan, the three
nations began to strike back. After the US shale gas came
out, oil prices with a significant impact on LNG prices, fell,
and LNG production increased in Australia among other
countries, oversupply weakened LNG suppliers’ voices.
An era of the oligopoly of LNG is coming to an end.
Prices also fell. In 2015, LNG spot prices in East Asia were
half compared to the previous year. Conversely, exporting
countries are now in a position to negotiate deals with
companies in major consumption countries to sell LNG.
Of course, LNG exporting countries’ checks are reckoned
with. Qatar, the world’s largest exporter of LNG, is
particularly sensitive. A senior official at Qatar Petroleum
Corp. said in a recent interview with Reuters, “LNG is
currently being oversupplied but when the market cycle
change, LNG exporting countries will regret their actions.”

Regasification system installed at new LNG FSRU
Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI) held a demonstration
ceremony for the installation of LNG regasification
system using glycol at a 170,000 cbm LNG FSRU with
the attendance of shipowers from home and abroad
and major classification societies at its Ulsan shipyard.
Since the glycol regasification process is free from
saltiness unlike a system that uses seawater, it can
minimize corrosion in major equipment including heat
exchangers, and it can also lower the risk of explosion
that a system using propane may be exposed to.
Regasification is a process of converting cooled natural
gas back to natural gas at atmospheric temperature.
Regasification system is a key facility for an LNG FSRU
(floating storage regasification unit) that receives LNG
from offloading LNG carriers and provides gas send-out
through pipelines to shore.

LNG FSRU takes a year less and costs half as much
as an onshore LNG terminal to complete. The facility,
better known as ‘the LNG plant on the ocean’, can also
move from place to place where the energy demand
is in growth as it has its own propulsion system, a
feature making it an economical and reliable option for
operators.
After being granted AIP from Lloyd’s Register last
month and internationally and domestically patented
recently, HHI is also in the process of receiving
the recognition for the system from other major
classification societies as well.
HHI, as the world’s largest shipbuilder, has completed
the world’s first newbuilding LNG FSRU in 2014. It is
also the only Korean shipbuilder that can both build
membrane and moss-type LNG carriers.
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LNG-powered, ultra-large
containership receives key approval
M

itsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. (MOL) announced that
DNVGL issued an Approval In Principle (AIP) to MOL
and Samsung Heavy Industries, Co., Ltd. (SHI) for
the future design of a series of four LNG-powered 20,000
TEU containerships, which have been under construction.
MOL signed a deal for the series of containerships with
SHI in 2015. The ships were designed in anticipation
of using LNG as a fuel, in light of more stringent
environmental regulations that will take effect in
the years to come. At the construction stage, MOL
and SHI developed a basic plan targeting vessels in
service, performance evaluation, compliance with new
regulations, and risk assessment (Hazard Identification
Study (HAZID) in a joint study, and completed the basic
design in March.

Global regulations on exhaust emissions from merchant
vessels, not only by the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) and other specialized international
bodies, but also by countries all over the world are
becoming tighter. MOL have proceeded studies on the
use of LNG fuel in light of growing demand for nextgeneration clean fuels to replace conventional heavy fuel
oil, because LNG can significantly reduce emissions of
CO2, a major contributor to global warming, as well as
NOX and SOX, which cause acid rain and other problems.
Design characteristics:
• Optimal retrofit plan targeting vessels in service
• Suitable LNG fuel tank layout and design for ultra-largescale containerships
• Suitable LNG fuel supply system to ensure maximum
engine power output for ultra-large-scale containerships
• Dual-fuel engine systems that allow the use of either
LNG or heavy fuel oil
• Measures for LNG leakage in case of emergency, in
consideration of the ultra-large-scale containership’s
special characteristics.
LNG bunkering system for the vessels has not been
established yet, but is expected in the near future as
studies on the use of LNG as a clean, environmentally
friendly fuel are underway around the world.
MOL positions this series of vessels as its environmentally
advanced next-generation ships. The first vessel of the
series, the MOL Triumph, was delivered on March 27,
which can be converted to run on LNG fuel when the LNG
supply is commercially completed in the future.
MOL continually pushes ahead with its “ISHIN NEXT MOL SMART SHIP PROJECT ,” develops and introduces
new technologies that will reduce vessels’ environmental
impact and ensure safe operation, and offers safe, reliable
transport services.
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Japanese government promotes
hydrogen-based society

J

apan will consider relaxing rules on hydrogen
refueling stations and other steps to promote the
clean energy source ahead of the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe ordered ministers
to formulate a basic strategy by the end of the year
for creating an emissions-free “hydrogen society,”
while calling for a greater effort to increase the use of
renewable energy.
The government is expected to create a system for
speeding up construction of hydrogen stations, with the
aim of getting 40,000 hydrogen fuel cell vehicles on the
road by 2020, including through regulatory changes.
Abe also called for more cooperation among
government offices to develop international hydrogen
supply chains and introduce full-scale hydrogen power
generation.
“The building of global hydrogen supply chains will
be led by hydrogen power generation, which creates

massive and stable demand,” Abe said.
Environment Minister Koichi Yamamoto separately told a
news conference that his ministry will begin drawing up a
long-term strategy for significantly increasing renewable
energy use by 2030.
The move comes as Japan seeks to strengthen measures
to fight global warming based on the Paris Agreement on
climate change.
By next spring, a team within the ministry will compile
a road map for reforms to increase solar and biomass
power generation as well as for introducing necessary
technologies, Yamamoto said.
While Japan has already set a target of raising the ratio of
its renewable energy power supply to 22 to 24 percent
by 2030, roughly double the current figure, the ministry
will consider whether it can raise the target under the
new strategy.
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Jamaican transport
company plans to switch
buses to natural gas
A proposal is being finalized for the
Jamaica Urban Transit Company
(JUTC) to manage a pilot project
to determine the feasibility of
transforming the publicly owned bus
service to LNG fuel. This was disclosed
by Transport and Mining Minister, Hon.
Mike Henry, during his contribution
to the 2017/18 Sectoral Debate in the
House of Representatives on April 12.
Henry said this is to be rolled out
under JUTC stewardship at Montego
Bay Metro Bus Company in the
Second City, through a bus and
fuel supply platform, with technical
guidance from New Fortress Energy.
“Success with the project could see
the overall publicly operated bus
service being gradually switched
to LNG, with both efficiency and
environmental impact being foremost
in mind,” he explained.

Government of Canada
invests in alternative fuel
infrastructure

The JUTC also plans to undertake a
separate pilot project, involving one
of its depots, for a study on combining
diesel oil with CNG. With projected
fuel savings of 25%, the initiative
is also expected to come with the
additional benefit of removing the

Minister Bains also announced
$1,625,000 in funding for the
construction of two public hydrogen
stations in the Greater Toronto Area
to support a new Canadian market
The Honourable Navdeep Singh
Bains, Minister of Innovation, Science for fuel cell vehicles. The project
proponent, Hydrogenics Corporation,
and Economic Development,
is a Canadian company that has
highlighted commitments from
been involved since 2000 in over 50
Budget 2017 that will boost the
growth of Canada’s clean technology hydrogen station projects around the
world.
sector by making available more
equity finance, working capital and
project financing to promising clean Budget 2016 allocated $16.4 million
technology firms. Nearly $1.4 billion for the deployment of alternative
in new financing, on a cash basis, will fuel refuelling infrastructure. Once
successfully completed, the projects
be made available to help Canada’s
under this funding will establish more
clean technology firms grow and
than 80 new charging units for electric
expand.

unpleasant black soot that comes out
of some of the buses. The plan is to
be undertaken in tandem with the
Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica
(PCJ) and a Venezuelan company.
Source: Jamaica Information Service
vehicles, as well as nine natural gas
and three hydrogen refuelling stations
along key transportation corridors.
“We have an opportunity to have a
major impact on the development of
clean energy and clean transportation.
Our 2017 budget proposes a number
of approaches to reach that goal and
improve energy efficiency, reduce
carbon emissions and create a cleaner
environment and healthier communities.
Our government will also continue
to help companies raise the standard
in the field of clean technologies in
order to improve the quality of life of all
Canadians,” said Bains.
“We are very pleased to receive
this funding and support from the
Canadian government for additional
fuelling stations in and around
Toronto. Having supplied hydrogen
fuelling equipment to more than 50
public and private stations across the
globe, it is particularly gratifying to
deliver our expertise, with the support
of NRCan, here at home. Driven by
automotive OEMs such as BMW,
Honda, Hyundai, Kia, Mercedes-Benz
and Toyota, we’re seeing an increase
in demand for hydrogen-based clean
vehicles in Europe, California, the UK
and Japan — and now here in Canada,”
said Daryl Wilson, President and CEO
of Hydrogenics.
Source: Government of Canada
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Colombia: strategic
alliance will boost NGV
adoption in Bogota fleets
Transportadora de Gas Internacional
(TGI), Ecopetrol and Gas Natural
Fenosa have signed an agreement
with the purpose of encouraging
the use of natural gas in mass
transport vehicles of Bogota and
other CNG dedicated vehicles.
Each of the companies will give an
economic contribution, which will be
administered by a trust, while the end
user will receive a discount or bonus
on the total cost of the conversion, or
the purchase of a dedicated vehicle,
which will facilitate the decision to
convert or purchase the vehicle.
Today Bogota’s mass transportation
system has four vehicles dedicated
to natural gas. For the tender of new
operators of the system that is under
way in the city, the potential is up to
1,200 vehicles.

New line of CNG fuelling
solution launched
CNG Source announced the launch
of a new line of equipment branded
Fuel Ranger Pro. This practical and
powerful solution simplifies most of
the complexity and cost associated
with compressing natural gas for its
use as a fuel, facilitating immediate
CNG infrastructure deployment for
those small and mid-sized companies
and fleet in need of a private fueling
station.

This agreement, in addition to
contributing to the strengthening
of the transport fleet, will benefit
the city for its positive impact on the
environment and sustainability. It is an
effort of the companies that are part
of the natural gas production chain,
which seeks to strengthen the NGV
market and thereby contribute to the
mobility costs of citizens, as well as the
reduction of pollutant emissions to the
atmosphere and greenhouse effect
gases.
The use of dedicated CNG buses in a
mass transit system represents savings
of between 458 (USD 25 million) and
700 million (USD 38 million) pesos per
vehicle, compared to the purchase,
maintenance and operation of those
using traditional fuels, which means
important benefits for the end users of
the system.
In addition to the aforementioned
support, TGI, Ecopetrol and
a highly competitive pricing meeting
the most demanding budgets” said
Karim Bousfiha, Vice President of
Marketing and Business Development
for CNG Source. “The Fuel Ranger line
will satisfy the opportunity for owning
a highly performing and dependable
private fuelling station, providing an
optimal cost of operation and the
highest uptime index for this category
of equipment.”

Bousfiha also pointed that the Fuel
Ranger Pro fulfills the demand of the
natural gas market for solutions that
“The Fuel Ranger Pro family features a enable those small and mid-sized
number of key advantages, including a companies owning/operating natural
compact design, short lead times and gas vehicles to harness most of the

Gas Natural Fenosa will provide
permanent advice and support, in the
midst of a regulatory environment
that facilitates the viability of these
initiatives, as well as institutional
capacity and the level of dynamic
infrastructure in the energy sector.
Source: Grupo Energía de Bogotá
possible savings by bypassing the
markups and lower margins from the
public CNG stations. The product is
available to meet initial orders in the
United States and Mexico. The line will
later be offered worldwide through
distributors specializing in high quality
and low maintenance equipment for
CNG stations and fleets.
CNG Source’s state-of-the-art
equipment is the culmination of many
years of work, data gathering and user
experience analysis. The Fuel Ranger
Pro completes the company’s portfolio
of CNG equipment and solutions for
the natural gas vehicles segment. The
new family of product ranges from an
output of 10 gallons per hour for the
smallest, up to 48 gallons per hour for
largest with the possibility of doubling
these figures with the duplex units.
“As with most of CNG Source’s
equipment, the lowest cost of
operation is our priority,” Daniel Lubs,
Vice President of Engineering and
Production, said. “The Fuel Ranger Pro
units are no exception as the interval
between overhauls hits the 12,000
hours mark, with an equipment rated
for 100% continuous duty cycle,
and most importantly, the standard
warranty on these units is 5 years while
we guarantee the parts availability for
35 years and offer an optional lifetime
warranty.”
Source: CNG Source
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Total opens its first natural
gas refuelling station in
France
Total has introduced natural gas for
trucks and transporters in France
with the opening of its first refuelling
station. Another 15 stations will be
opened this year, followed by an
additional 10 a year. The aim is to
create a network of 110 outlets,
either Total or AS24 (Group affiliate
specialized in marketing fuel to
truckers and transporters), supplying
natural gas in France. It is worth
noting that NGVs can display the
Crit’Air 1 sticker, which allows access
to the restricted traffic areas in some
major French cities.
“As part of the energy transition,
natural gas could become the fuel of
the future for road transportation,”
commented Momar Nguer,
President, Total Marketing & Services.
“Total is a global gas player present
across the value chain; we want to
promote its development, especially
for the truckers and transporters we
serve. To support this aim, we are
expanding our network of fueling

Mexico: new public
transport system in
Morelos will run on CNG
Morelos will launch the first mass
transportation system, called Morebús,
which will operate with natural gas, a
clear example of what the Authorities
National Pact for Mobility seeks, which
was recently signed in Mexico City.
Among the objectives of the pact are
consolidating an efficient, accessible
and integrated collective transport;
As well as to promote the use of clean
energy, the management of new
technologies for mobility and the
development of infrastructure for the
supply of fuels.
On behalf of Governor Graco Ramírez,
Jorge Messeguer Guillén, head of
the Ministry of Mobility and Transport
(SMyT), recognized that mobility is

stations retailing natural gas fuel.”
Total already has a network of 450
natural gas stations worldwide. The
Group markets CNG in Germany,
the Netherlands, Belgium, Egypt,
Pakistan and now in France. It
opened its first LNG fueling station
in 2015, in Belgium, near the port of
Antwerp.
The Group plans to open more than
200 natural gas fuelling stations,
including 110 in France. Its target
market is the transportation sector

in Europe, where it could leverage
its existing network of more than
9,000 retail outlets for businesses
and consumers. The priorities will be
accelerating growth in markets where
Total is already active in natural gas
(Germany and the Benelux countries)
and further expansion in France,
where demand is expected to grow
in response to the requirements
of the E.U. directive of October
22, 2014 on the deployment of
alternative fuels infrastructure.
Source: Total
Messeguer Guillén also said that in
the state, for example, the opening
of the Huexca thermoelectric plant
in the municipality of Yecapixtla will
allow transportation to be powered by
natural gas, which will reduce carbon
dioxide levels by almost 50% and
particulate matter.
The sustainable mobility pact, signed
by Morelos, Aguascalientes, Mexico
City, Chihuahua, Coahuila, Colima,
Durango, Hidalgo, Nuevo León, Los
Cabos, Michoacán and Veracruz,
also intends the federal government
to provide permanent resources for
modernization and renovation of
public transport, as well as to promote
the development and updating
of the rules to make viable the
modernization of the transport.

a human right that has to do with
sustainability, equity, social policy and
development. So he said: “We are so
honoured to be part of this pact and
build a mobility system available to all.” Source: Government of Morelos
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